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All of this is ignored by the myth of native desolation, which _su?sumes
into "nothingness" the complex vitality of native cult13:res and soc�e�1e�,dur
ing and after the Conquest. 83 As Inga Clendinnen puts 1t, the mythic �r con
ventional story of returning gods and unmanned autocrats, of an ex�t1� world 
paralyzed by its enc(mnter with Europe, for all its coherence �nd its Just-so
inevitabilities, is in view of the evidence like Eliza's progression across the 
ice floes: a matter of momentary sinking balances linked by desperate �or
ward leaps:'s4 The next chapter looks at those_flo�s-�p:cifically, the not10n
of Spanish superiority-and reveals that the ice is thm mdeed. 
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Jlpes and Men 
The Myth of Superiority 

You would conquer this whole land, God giving us health, for Spaniards dare 
face the greatest peril, consider fighting their glory, and have the habit of
winning.

-Hernan Cortes (1521)

The Spaniards are perfectly right to govern these barbarians of the New
World and adjacent islands; they are in prudence, ingenuity, virtue, and 
humanity as inferior to the Spaniards as children are to adults and women
are to men, there being as much difference between them as that between 
wild and cruel and very merciful persons, the prodigiously intemperate and
the continent and tempered, and I daresay from apes to men.

-Juan Gines de Sepulveda (1547) 

Conquistador, there is no time, I must pay my respects. 
And though I came to jeer at you, I leave now with regret.
\ -Procol Harum (1972)

�ez: "Wild and untaught are Terms which we alone
Invent, for fashions differing from our own: 
For all their customs are by Nature wrought, 
But we, by Art, unteach what Nature taught."

-from John Dryden's The Conquest of
Granada by the Spaniards (1672) 

Why is Conquest history so ridden with myths? According to the anthropolo
gist Samuel Wilson, we seek to distance ourselves from the history of the Con
tact and Conquest because of the tragedy it contains. "It is politically safer and 
emotionally less taxing;' suggests Wilson, "to blur history into myth and thereby 
confine it." This argument helps to explain not only the modern perpetuation 
of Conquest myths, but also their development in the Conquest period itsel£ 
That these myths can be found alive and well in both the sixteenth and twenty
first centuries should not surprise us; after all, as Wilson points out, we are still 
living in "the contact period." 1 


















